Media Alert

SIGN WITH NEW DAMAGE RECORDS FOR CANADA
NEW TRACK “ABSOLUTE” FEAT. CDN LEGEND DEVIN TOWNSEND AVAILABLE NOW
LISTEN + SHARE VIA NOISEY
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(June 9, 2017 – Toronto, ON) – Canada’s finest hardcore/punk outfit, Comeback Kid have signed with New Damage
Records for Canada and Nuclear Blast for the rest of the world. Alongside the signing announcement, Comeback Kid
have released a killer new track featuring Canadian legend and label mate Devin Townsend. Titled “Absolute”, the
track is premiering today via Noisey. “Absolute” will appear on the band’s highly anticipated follow-up to 2014’s
critically acclaimed Die Knowing. Details on the new LP will be announced in the coming weeks.
LISTEN + SHARE “ABSOLUTE” FEAT. DEVIN TOWNSEND HERE
Of the signing, new track and the band’s forthcoming record, vocalist Andrew Neufeld had this to say, “Here in Canada
we are joining up with long-time friends at New Damage/Dine Alone. We have worked closely with them before, so we
know it will be a great fit and fresh start in our home country.”
“Our new album is going to be the most diverse and interesting record yet in my opinion,” Neufeld continues. “There
are a few collaborations and we stepped outside of our comfort zone a lot on this one. I've worked with Devin
Townsend on another project before, so to have him sing on "Absolute" was awesome for us. I was conjuring up his

vocal style anyways when laying down the guide vocals before we knew he was on board for the song. When we
asked him to be a part of it, he was open and willing, so we thank him for that. He definitely put his unique stamp on it.”

Download Single Artwork HERE

“Absolute” is available now via iTunes and all streaming services
About Comeback Kid
Since dropping their debut full-length, 2003's Turn It Around, Comeback Kid has been an undeniable
staple of the hardcore community. Originally formed in 2000 by members of Winnipeg, Canada's underground music
scene, the band has amassed a catalog of five full-length international releases, along with 2 live albums. Each
subsequent release has built upon the foundation of its predecessor while continually experimenting with and
incorporating new musical elements from beyond the confines of modern hardcore. With their devout supporters
behind them, Comeback Kid have played sell-out shows all over the world and have performed at countless
international festivals including Groezrock, Amnesia Rockfest, Hellfest, Grasspop, Pukkelpop, Amnesia Rockfest,
Deichbrand Festival, Dour Festival and Resurrection Fest.
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